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She's had to run for her life. He's one of those chasing her. Now, if they could just catch their
breath long enough, they could fall in love.Lottie has escaped a fearsome beast only to be
cornered by, well, a fearsome beast. Except, this one is not only afraid of the dark but
devastatingly handsome as well.It's a shame that she will return home only to discover that she
is to be married to someone else via the Vikingr mail order bride system.Geiv was not expecting
to fall for the human hottie on a routine trip to Earth. He was there to collect lindworms, not dates.
However, he just can't help falling for Lottie—that is when she's not trying to escape him.He
thought they had something too until he returned home to discover that Lottie has been
promised to another.Can they find a love loophole before it is too late?If you desire a happily
ever after with unbelievably hot alien Vikings, no cheating, and steamy sex scenes then grab
your copy today.Scroll up and one-click your copy now!Book two in the Galactic Vikings
Series.Prequel: Saved by the Alien VikingBook 1: Rescued by the Alien VikingBook 2: Desired
by the Alien VikingBook 3: Ravished by the Alien VikingBook 4: Charmed by the Alien
VikingBook 5: Captivated by the Alien VikingBook 6: Claimed by the Alien VikingBook 7:
Redeemed by the Alien VikingGalactic Berserkers SeriesBook 1: Seized by the Alien
BerserkerGalactic Union SeriesBook 1: Taken by an AlienBook 2: Tormented by an AlienBook 3:
Seduced by an AlienGalactic Women SeriesBook 1: Craving HerAlso in this universe:My Area
51 Alien Prize

About the AuthorKevin A. Codd is pastor of Sacred Heart Catholic Church inOthello,
Washington. From 2001 to 2007 he served asrector-president of The American College of
Louvain,Belgium. In 2007 he completed a second pilgrimage fromLouvain to Santiago de
Compostela, which he chronicledonline at kcodd.blogspot.com. --This text refers to an alternate
kindle_edition edition.ReviewMartin Sheen"In this wonderful book Father Codd brilliantly
captures for us the essence of pilgrimage. He is a candid and engaging guide to the physical
realities involved — the beauty of nature, the aches and pains of weariness, and other pilgrims
along the way. More than that, though, he reveals the interior journey, equally difficult and equally
rewarding. It is a spiritual and emotional trek on which pilgrims are confronted with their own
broken humanity and come face to face with the God they seek."Tom Korologos— Former U.S.
Ambassador to Belgium"Father Kevin Codd's fascinating, thirty-five-day pilgrimage comes to
life, step by physical and mental step, in this remarkable book about his 500-mile adventure-
filled trek to fulfill a dream. I found myself joining, indeed even pulling for, this limping American
pilgrim Catholic priest telling about his challenges and triumphs of body and spirit. I even got
sympathy blisters on my feet as I joined him on the twisted road to Santiago. Written in the
tradition of a Hemingway. Bravo, Father Codd!"Commonweal“Both a pilgrimage journal and a



priest’s wonderfully unsentimental meditation on faith.” Worship“The fascinating story of the
thirty-five days and nights spent traversing the camino. . . .Beautifully written.” Spirit & Life“To say
that this book is a delightful experience is putting it far too mildly. It is rather a high spiritual
adventure as one travels day by day, mile by mile to the famous Spanish shrine of St. James,
along with the author and many of the pilgrims he meets and loves along the way. . . . May this
inspirational book find a wide readership and bring its message of love and faith to a world
sorely in need.” The Pilgrim (Belgium)“To the Field of Stars has become a travelogue that
disarms by its lack of pretense, and enthralls by its sincerity. “ --This text refers to an alternate
kindle_edition edition.
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If you join up to my newsletter now you can also receive a free copy of ‘Saved by the Alien
Viking.’ This prequel is set within the same universe as the Galactic Vikings series.COPYRIGHT
© 2021 by Lucee JoieCover and internal design by Lucee JoieCover images by
DepositPhotosAll rights reserved.No part of this publication may be reproduced, distributed, or
transmitted in any form or by any means, including photocopying, recording, or other electronic
or mechanical methods, without the prior written permission of the author and publisher, except
in the case of brief quotations embodied in critical reviews and certain other non-commercial
uses permitted by copyright law. Thank you for respecting the creative rights and hard work of
the author by purchasing an authorized edition of this book and not reproducing, scanning, or
illegally distributing any part of this published work. Your support of legally purchased reading
materials means that authors all over the world can continue to make an honest living from their
hard work, so that they are able to continue publishing stories for readers to enjoy.(Please feel
free to contact me on lucee.joie@outlook.com)The characters and events portrayed by the
author are fictitious, and are used as such. Any similarity to real persons, living or dead, is purely
coincidental and not intended by the author.GlossaryAlmatite -- the rock mined on Skenea and
used as a conductor to amplify space travel without the usual consequences of excessive
heatBliss -- a drug made from a plant found on Skenea. Similar in effect to EcstasyBlood tea --
also known as raudr tea because of its distinctive color. However, it’s not made from blood,
merely herbs and dried berriesChaffen -- a Vikingr food that is similar to porridgeCredits -- a
term used by the Vikingr to describe paper or electronic moneyDagr -- Vikingr term for a
dayE-1-564 -- the location assigned to Tora’s location. E = Earth. 1 = USA. 564 = county location
within the USEdorman -- lower in rank than a jarl. An edorman (such as Edorman Sigerd) would
be in charge of a village or small town. Similar in status to a Duke or EarlGalactic Union -- feared
organization previously mentioned in the Galactic Union seriesHel -- Vikingr world of the
deadJarl -- similar in rank to a commander or captain. Outranks an edorman but is lower than the
kingKeffe -- the equivalent of coffee to the VikingrLangi -- the shortened term for the Ormrinn
Langi, the main vessel that Jarl Leke controlsVikr -- Vikingr term for weekLeknir -- Vikingr term
for healerLindworms -- found on Earth. Are deadly and will use human women as incubators for
their eggs. This will kill the women and there is no way to extract the eggs once laid, doing so will
release a toxic chemical that will kill the host and the eggsLindworm blubber -- used as an
insulator around almatite. This is only used when sending the product as it is then encased in
titanium when used in situ. However, lindworm blubber is a safe and cheap alternative rather
than sending it in titanium, which has become rare, even on Earth, where it was fairly common
before the planet was overrun by lindwormsMidsumarblot -- Midsummer festival that occurs on
June 21Nidhogg -- fierce and dangerous creature found on SkeneaOrmrinn Langi -- the name of
the main vessel that Jarl Leke controls. It is also shortened to just Langi in casual
conversationRaudr tea -- also known as blood tea because of its distinctive color. However, it’s



not made from blood, merely herbs and dried berriesSekundur -- Viking term for a second. i.e.,
“You have sixty sekundur to do your task.”Sk-1-43 -- the location of Ragnex. Sk = Skenea. 1 =
the country he resides in. 43 = is the county within that countrySkarli -- the title given to the semi-
sentient hair of the VikingrSkenea -- the planet that the Vikingr comes fromSkillingr -- Vikingr
moneyStund -- Vikingr term for one hourTafl -- Vikingr chessTolf -- Vikingr term for twelve or
dozenVali's Blot -- a Vikingr celebration held on February 14 to celebrate the death of
winterVikingr -- tall human-like aliens believed to be descended from the Earthling VikingsWild --
a term used by the Vikingr that can be a double entendre for “sex”Woden -- the All-Father god in
Norse mythology (Odin). Ragnex is directly related to himYar -- Vikingr term for a yearChapter
One: LottieLegit, I am so pissed off right now.We are supposed to stick together. That is always
the rule. Yet, Tora decides that it’s just fine to keep doing what she is doing. There is no way I
want to hang about when a lindworm is approaching. I’ve seen too many of my family and friends
be annihilated by those damn things.So has Tora.Yet, she seems to think she’s invincible or
something. Not me, though. She can take all the risks she likes but I am headed straight back to
our base.The path is clear up ahead as I run. Pumping my arms, I am determined to block Tora
out of my mind. After all, she is the one that wants to stay behind, not me. If she desires to end
up as a human incubator, then that should have nothing to do with me.The fury seems to sustain
me. So, when I start thinking back over our long friendship, I try to center my thoughts back to
the rage brewing. No, I do not want to think about how we grew up together, or how close we
were during high school. I most certainly don’t want to think about how much Tora helped
comfort me when my mother died.That thought causes me to falter in my mad dash.She gave up
the trip of a lifetime for me when I needed her the most.Tora’s been my friend for as long as I can
remember. We grew up on the same street, walked home from school every day together. Hell,
we even share the same birthday.No, I need to stay mad. I need to funnel my fury in order to get
myself out of this situation.What I didn’t need is to come to the standstill that I just have. Leaning
forward, my hands resting on my thighs, I catch my breath even as I glance to the side, keeping
a lookout for any lindworms.I was there when her mother deserted her. Before that, when her
father died. I can’t leave her now.Sighing, angry at myself for both deserting Tora and going back
for her, I turn around and start jogging back toward the problem at hand.I hear a shout from one
side and my gaze flickers in that direction. Perhaps it’s Tora finally giving up on getting the
battery that we so desperately need.But even as I have the thought, I know it isn’t the case. It is a
male’s voice I hear. And, an alien one to boot. It appears that the Vikingr have caught up with me
as well.However, I don’t have a chance to see as a massive lindworm is blocking my view. Its
monstrous form rears up, its mucus glinting in the sunlight.I back away. It is not super close to me
but those things can move once they get their mind to head in a direction. Particularly when it
comes to a human host for their offspring.Mentally, I swing back to cursing Tora.I hear another
shout but don’t take the time to look. They continue with a string of words in a dialect that makes
no sense to me.Looking around, I assess every possible scenario that can be considered an
escape plan. I see very little that will help me get away from the two significant dangers



approaching.All I need is a hidey-hole. The first trip out from any new location always sees us
looking for just such hiding places. Before we start gathering food or supplies, we need to know
where we can shelter should a lindworm spot us. I know there is a deserted building not far from
here but I will need to backtrack and those damn Vikingr are exactly where I need to travel
through.No, I need to find somewhere new.There’s not much to see. Red dirt covers most of the
area. Several bumps indicate places that could be cars or other forms of transport. A large wall
to one side is my only chance. Beyond that, is a row of houses, some of which have intact
windows and lockable doors.The only problem is that it is a long dash across a broad stretch of
open land.Still, there is no other choice. Any other direction will see me circling around and in
harm’s way. And, in this instance, according to all those rumors I keep hearing, the lindworm is
the preferable death.I head to the wall, which also puts me somewhat closer to the slug-like
beast. However, it creates quite a distance between me and the Vikingr.Once more, shouting
can be heard. I glance back quickly, just once, and see a hulking form of the barbarian race. His
strong arms are stretched upwards, a fierce-looking weapon in one hand. He is the one who is
shouting as he shakes his weapon at the beast.As though the creature knows just how brutal the
Vikingr are, it turns and heads directly toward me. I gasp out my shock before gathering an extra
burst of speed. The wall is right there. I can make it.If I’m lucky.Chapter Two: GeivThe creature
looms, its disgusting meaty antenna pulsating high in the air as it searches out the female
human.“Hey, over here, you asshole!” I yell, running forward and waving my hands in the air. The
creatures may be deadly to women but they are more of an annoying inconvenience for men—
and a vital commodity for the Vikingr.“What are you doing, Geiv?” Ragnex calls out.“I can’t let
that woman suffer,” I respond, still rushing toward the beast.“Another woman ran off over this way
as well,” he replies before dashing off in that general direction.Shit, is there two of them?
However, I am only concerned with the one that seems to be on the lindworm’s radar right now.
The other woman can wait.“Look at me you piece of shit!” I call out. I know the lindworm can’t
understand me. Hel, I don’t even know if they are intelligent enough to have their own language.
Their only currency seems to be reproduction and destruction. Who needs words for that?The
creature has no interest in me so I point my weapon at it. A blast of laser fire shoots out as soon
as I press the trigger. The shot should be enough to kill the animal if I am close enough for
contact—which I’m not. Hopefully, the bright light will distract it, though.There is a pause in the
slimy beast. It’s antenna quivers for a moment, almost coming to a complete standstill before it
continues on its way.I rush toward it, hoping that I can draw its attention before it reaches the
woman up ahead. I can see her running toward a large wall in the distance and hope that she
makes it.Still, the best chance she has is if I can get to the beast first.I race forward. We had
been hunting this lindworm for several stund—or hours—tracking its dried slime through the
landscape. Now, I only wish we had been quicker, that we killed it before these two women got in
the way.There is no point in worrying about that now. There is a job at hand and that is all I can
focus on.The gap is closing between myself and the lindworm. I can also see more definition in
the woman up ahead. She has hair that is strange for a human but not so much for us. Our hair—



or skarli—resembles what humans call dreadlocks and this is what I think I am staring at now.
The tips of them are bright red but the roots are a dark brown, making for a startling contrast and
I wonder what they would feel like should I run my fingers through them.Stop it, Geiv, I chastise
myself.Save this woman’s life before you think of anything else.Still, the thought stay with me,
inspiring me to run faster even though my chest is burning.The lindworm is fast and the gap is
not closing quickly enough. I let off a few more blasts, being ever mindful of how long my battle
axe will take to recharge should I completely diminish its capacity. Glancing down, I see that the
light is at the halfway mark and so I stop shooting. I need to be closer before I fire off another
shot or allow it to charge entirely to purple, which is the death ray option.A blast from behind
alerts me to the fact that Halvdan has my back. We make a great team, having perfected
tracking and killing lindworms over the years of working together. However, this is the first time
that human females have gotten so completely and thoroughly in the way.With Halvdan firing,
trying to gain the attention of the creature, I concentrate on getting closer. My lungs are burning
now but I persist. There will be plenty of time to rest later. For this woman, though, there is little
chance she will live to see the same if I am not successful.“Where are you Ragnex?” I ask
hurriedly into my radio. “We could really use your help right about now.”I don’t wait for an answer.
Instead, I check my gauge. I might be close enough to fire now.The light is red: approximately
eighty percent charged. I need more power. While I can likely kill the beast up close with this
amount of charge, it will only stun the creature from the distance I am currently.“How much
charge do you have?” I call back to Halvdan. “I’m solid red.”“I’m only blinking into orange over
here,” he replies. “Do you want me to hold off?”“Yes!” I say but the word comes out in a wheezy
breath as I use the last of my momentum to get closer.The lindworm is not interested in us
anyway, so there’s no point in Halvdan trying to distract it. Still, I roar at the creature. Knowing it
will do nothing and needing to do something, I continue to shout even though it feels like there is
no air left to breathe, as though my entire chest has ignited and is about to consume me.Another
glance shows the red starting to blink, deepening in color, approaching the purple indicator
needed to shoot off a death ray. Will it be enough?I fire anyway. I am closer than I was earlier,
albeit marginally so. However, I can feel my energy waning, my steps slowing just enough that I
know this may be the closest I get.The blast is bright and fires out brilliantly across the gap. I look
away momentarily against the brightness of it. When my gaze returns, I see I have hit the beast
and a gaping hole has opened in its side.Finally, I have its attention.Its huge maw opens wide
even though no sound comes out. Rows of sharp teeth are exposed before it gnashes its mouth
closed once more.Another blast goes off and this time it is from Ragnex, having returned from
wherever he has disappeared. Hitting it between its black eyes, the creature drops. I fire another
shot off, this time getting close enough to be truly deadly and it is the final blow for the creature. I
watch for only a second, my body sagging and I rest my hands on my knees.“I need to search for
that woman,” I say before leaving Ragnex to deal with the hulking form at our feet.Chapter Three:
LottieThere is more shouting but I don’t dare look behind me. The terrifying sound of a laser
blast rips through the air and I duck, terrified that the Vikingr is shooting in my direction.Patting



down my body, I absurdly wonder if torture porn is their thing. I mean, I may have heard such a
rumor. I am sure Meredith told me a story about a Vikingr who liked to make women run while he
shot at them. Then, when they were exhausted and injured, he fucked them senseless.As more
horrifying thoughts run through my mind, I slap harder and harder at my body until the stinging
sensation registers, breaking through to my terrified mind.I am not injured. But I will be if I
continue to crouch here.The sound of the slivering form interrupts my thoughts and it inspires me
to stand and run. My breath is like fire in my lungs as my arms pump beside me, propelling me
forward. I am running like the wind. Yet, I feel like I will never make it, that the fearsome beast will
grab me, and then it will all be over.Well, not entirely. It will impregnate me with its eggs and that
will give me a few days to swell up before I become so engorged that I explode, the lindworm’s
offspring spewing forth from my body.I shudder at the mental image.That is how I saw my sister
die.“Not today, Satan!” I roar as I gather a final burst of speed. The words are snatched away
from me, gone even as I speak them but I figure that is a good thing, it means that I am traveling
at speed, that I am getting closer to my destination.My only goal is to reach the wall, to find out
what is behind it, to race toward the closest house. I don’t even care if there are no windows
intact to protect me. All I need is a roof over my head and a door that I can close behind me.As I
burst past the wall, I dart to the left, hiding behind what was once a massive noise break against
the major arterial that bypasses this town.There is no time to catch my breath.A house looms
ahead and I barge toward it. The front door has planks boarded up across it and I swear under
my breath. Maybe the backdoor will be okay.There is no other choice to make. I charge down the
driveway, almost tripping over a motorcycle propped up next to the house.I am several steps in
front of it before I realize that there are keys in its ignition. I start praying to every god I can think
of in the hope that one will listen and make sure this vehicle is in working order.It could go either
way. Even if there is gas in it, the chances are that it might not start after being stagnant for so
long.Still, it is worth a try since I have already peeked around the corner of the house and seen
the barred back door.This is the only option left beyond running. And, with an enclosed
backyard, some of that time will be taken up with climbing. That is a task as slow as trying out
this vehicle, I figure. Just with less of a positive outcome.I try to ignore the vision in my mind’s
eye of my neighbor who tried the very same thing and got attacked by a lindworm as they
reached the top of the fence. I watched the event unfold from my bedroom window and was
horrified by the whole process.No, I am not about to go climbing just now.I throw my leg over the
bike and immediately turn the key. Pumping the pedal, I try over and over again, my hearing
turned outward, trying to distinguish any slithering over the top of my ragged breath and the
sounds of the machine.It takes three goes and I am just considering dismounting and making a
desolate run for the fence line when the bike roars to life. The sound frightens me and a startled
scream escapes. Then, I am gunning it, the vehicle zigzagging all over the place in my terrified
attempt at escape.Turning the vehicle in a circle, I swerve out onto the street, only narrowly
missing a pole supporting the slapped together carport. I don’t care, though. Glancing in both
directions, I see the fearsome beast close by, slithering at a pace so quick that I am surprised



that such a hulking form should manage it. Their speed still surprises me. You’d think I’d be used
to it by now but I don’t think I ever will be.I scream out my victory as I zip past the creature. “Fuck
you!” I roar and I take off down the street, turning at the end and quickly putting a safe distance
between myself and the lindworm.As I turn, I look back toward the beast and see several Vikingr
approaching. A few short blasts from their weapons and the beast stops moving. That’s one
problem sorted. However, I now need to put some space between myself and the Vikingr.I don’t
want to be a trophy for them to pass around, even if I am thankful that they have killed the
lindworm for me. If only we had their sort of weapon technology when the lindworms first
attacked.If only our stupid government hadn’t decided that raising an unknown egg from outer
space was a good idea.I continue to ride, aiming to put as much distance between myself and
the Vikingr as possible. The landscape clears out as I pass the city limits. Rows of houses give
way to the vast highway once more and I continue down its path, dodging abandoned cars, ever
thankful that I found this bike when I did.I am just feeling the triumph of it all when the bike
sputters.Glancing ahead, I look once again for a place to stop, for somewhere to hide. My short
victory is gone as the second sputter reminds me that there is something wrong with the
bike.Glancing down at the gauges, I quickly realize that I am out of gas.Chapter Four: GeivI see
her as she races off on her bike. I am both relieved and saddened by her departure. And, that’s
where it should end. I turn, ready to head back toward my group. The slight detour, the little
adventure over.Yet, I just can’t seem to make my body take the necessary steps required to
return to my group. My skarli swish around my ears, angry at me for some strange reason and all
I can think of is that they have sensed something in the fleeing woman that I have not yet
noticed.Ahead, Ragnex and Halvdan are already prepping the huge bloated body, getting ready
to skin it. Its blubber is precious and, under the searing heat of this planet, the work needs to be
done quickly to avoid it spoiling.I turn my head away from that activity. Instead, I search out the
direction in which the strange human woman has departed. My body quivers briefly as my skarli
reach out in her direction and my fate is somehow sealed.Heading off at a slow jog toward my
hoverbike, my mind still fighting against the urge to follow this woman to the end of time, I ignore
Ragnex’s shout and my pace quickens.I honestly can’t work out why I am doing this. The
landscape is desolate, the woman likely far ahead of me thanks to her mode of transport. I am
thankful my vehicle is close by and that I don’t have to speak to Ragnex to try and explain my
motivation. Because, honestly, I am not sure even I can work out why my senses are imploring
me to track down this woman.And, what should I do with her once I find her?I try to work out the
tangle of confusion in my mind even as I scour the ground for tire tracks. There is the obvious, of
course. My skarli have responded, it means that there is some sort of connection between her
and me.I know the Vikingr can mate with humans, and even heard rumors that their bond can be
fated. Sure, none of Jarl Leke’s human brides have responded to him. Yet, that comes as no
surprise as my boss likes nothing more than to own women and control them. That is not how it
works when it comes to fate. Even his first wife—the only Vikingr woman he has wed—seems to
be not so attached to him.I can feel the faint surge of attraction for the woman that I have not



even seen up close yet. It sizzles along my arms, igniting my rune markings and I am sure that it
is fate now. Still, I am confused.I have never been in love, never felt the stirrings in my soul that
indicates I have found the other half to my existence. Even though I know it happens, it seems so
preposterous that, for me, it should be so with a human.While I travel to this planet regularly, it
seems somehow wrong that I should join with a human. It feels like some sort of cosmic joke.I
pause, pulling up my bike, checking the trail when it seems to divert off the road. Getting off my
hoverbike, I realize that the woman must have also come to a stop here. The tracks are deeper,
indicating that her vehicle stopped and was leaned to the side. A divot shows where a stand
must have been placed to stop the bike from tipping over.Small footprints surround the tracks
and then continue to follow alongside as the tire tread moves off toward the small copse of trees.
I leave my own vehicle idling as I continue tracking. The shadows cover me, cooling me slightly
but it is nothing like stepping into a forest back home. There, the effect is dramatic, even on days
that are not hot. The thick undergrowth of my homeland is also lacking here and I search the
scant debris for further evidence of the woman.It is tricker here than out in the open, where every
track is evident in the sand. Still, I see a trail, a few broken branches from where the clunky
vehicle was pushed through, the scrape of the exposed tree trunk where a handle has dug into
the bark.Then, there is a flash of light, a sparkle that goes out as quickly as it appears. I head
toward it, my senses aware of every noise around me. Of which, there are none bar my own
footfalls.I round a particularly thick tree, my hand trailing against its rough bark, and see the very
bike the woman escaped on. I stop still, in awe at its presence for a moment before the
implications sink in.Why would she leave such a mode of transport? It is a dangerous place here
now with the lindworms and if the option of a vehicle is present, it should always be
taken.Running my fingers over the smooth seat and up over the metal casing, I try not to think
about the part of the woman’s body that would have come into contact with it. My dick is
insistent, though.The keys are still in the ignition and that makes me turn the key just to see what
happens. Nothing. I tap on the gauge anyway even though there is no power.My heart races at
the prospect of the woman being out here alone and without even a means for travel beyond her
own feet. No one told me about this part of the attraction. All you ever hear about is how much
you want to have sex; not how every little problem feels like the weight of a mountain bearing
down on you.I am thankful now for my rash decision to break away from the group. And, just like
that, I feel the quick vibration at my wrist from an incoming message. I glance at the screen and
ignore Ragnex’s request to call.He can wait.The human female cannot.I start off in a few
different directions, trying to locate where exactly she went after dumping the bike. There is an
urgency that makes my stomach roll uneasily. Every time I find what I think is her trail, I end up
losing it—or following my own tracks out of the undergrowth. My arms burn with fury, a ripple of
anger that shimmers in my runes when I glance at them.Finally, I head out of the stand of trees. I
have completely ruined any chance of tracking her from there. As I leave the bike, the dread
continues to push down on me, making it hard to breathe. Each step away from the vehicle feels
like a pebble thrown into the ocean. I am those pebbles and am sinking fast.Breaking through



the last of the shrubbery, I am confronted with bright light once more and I wait a moment for my
eyes to adjust. Scratching my unruly beard, the clacking together of the beads knotted in it
somehow grounds me. I take a deep breath, searching the ground at my feet.She had to have
left the stand of trees somewhere, I just have to find out where.Walking back to my hoverbike, I
start it up, cruising slowly in an effort not to disturb the ground beneath as the vehicle moves
over it. While the machine does not settle on the ground, it does kick out a stream of air and I am
mindful that it could clear any tracks remaining.I am nearly halfway around the copse before I
find the prints again. They stand out clearly in the dirt and the weight of despair lifts instantly
from my shoulders. It is as though a choir has started chanting and the sun has increased its
brightness as I boot my machine to a quicker pace.Yes, I still have no idea what I will do with the
woman once I find her but that doesn’t matter nearly as much as the fact that I will definitely see
her again.
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Ebook Library Reader, “Desired by the Alien Viking #2. This author is writing some good stuff.
This is the second book I've read today by her and enjoyed it as much as I did the first one. Just
the right amount of intrigue and funky Aliens to make it a good read.”

Bre Rile, “Love at first sight - alien Viking style!. Geiv first sees Lottie when she's fleeing from the
poisonous alien sand snakes that inhabit Earth. Even his skarli, the semi sentient hair of the
Vikingr react to her presence. Determined to save her and hoping to get to know her, he follows
her. He catches up with her but their short interlude isn't enough to overcome her fear of his
people and she runs out on him. Once she escapes back to her people however, Lottie realizes
Geiv made an impression on her as well. She decides to put in for the bride program (secretly
hoping to match with Geiv). In a comedy of errors, Geiv puts in for another Earth assignment,
hoping to find Lottie. Instead she is matched w/his nemesis. There's also political intrigue
underway from book 1, continuing to set the stage for a show down between the Vikingr leader
and the aliens with fated mates. Action and sexy times ensue in this quick read, a solid entry in
the series.”

MyOhMy, “A Viking may not be as bad as they’ve let on. Lottie is surrounded. She’s lost her
friend, there’s a lindworm after her from one direction and a Viking from another. There is only
one way to go - either she’ll be used as a breeder for the link worms or raped and pillaged by the
Vikings. But Geiv wasn’t what she was expecting and he never expected to fall for a human.Fun
read. This is the second book in the series and it’s a fun contract marriage story. Except she
doesn’t get the groom she wants and he doesn’t get the girl at least not at first. They’ll have to
outsmart some people, make sure his boss doesn’t catch them and make their getaway. Good
action, fast moving story and in spite of the rumors of how terrifying the Vikings are, they are all
just really nice guys. (I voluntarily reviewed an ARC ).”

learee, “Loved this. This story has action, fated mates and passion. The Vikingr have created
their own reputation of fierceness and brutality. It's no wonder when humans see them they are
terrified. Lottie is running from a certain horrible death into danger in the form of Geiv. There is an
instant connection but she runs. Geiv can't resist her. When they see each other again she is set
to marry another. Will they get their HEA? These stories can stand alone but there is an
overarching line. You just have to meet the other couples and find out how they work for their
relationships. Worth reading!I received a free copy of this book via Booksprout and am
voluntarily leaving a review.”

Raina, “To trust an alien or not. A fast pace sci-fi story. Well it seems we pretty much destroyed
Earth. So now those that are stuck on it have to fight to live day to day. Then there are the
lindworms, some really nasty alien creatures. Lottie is a human woman that lives with other



humans. She is a tough person and cares about her friends. She is willing to risk even an
encounter with the worms to save them. But when the Vikingr also come into the picture she will
have a lot more to worry about. Are the rumors of how terrible they treat others true? There is
some fight scenes and a few hot scenes. A great story that will have you wanting more of the
books in the series.”

Dawn Bade, “Alien Vikings. This book is steamy and hot from the beginning. It is a love story
wrapped up in a story with Alien Vikings could there be much of anything hotter? It is a great
read and one sure to encourage you to read more from this author. I love the way she writes and
It has 2 of my favorite things. Aliens and Vikings wrapped up in one very hot package.I received
a free copy of this book via Booksprout and am voluntarily leaving a review.”

Reader Kristine, “Alien Viking. Was a really great storyline it was entertaining. I'm liking that the
alien in this story was a Viking. Story had lots of action, adventure, suspense, twists and turns,
romance and lots of passion. I loved the interaction between Lottie and Geiv and the chemistry
was pretty awesome. Can't wait till the next book comes out. I received an ARC copy of this book
via Booksprout and am voluntarily leaving a review.”

Niki W., “Sweet Barbarian!!. God, Geiv was so sweet! My heart was breaking as he grappled
with knowing he would probably never see his mate again. I'm so glad that Lottie and Geiv were
tough and stubborn enough to do whatever it took to be together. I'm really liking this series. I
can't wait for Alicia's story next. She's such a sweet, stars in her eyes romantic that it's gonna be
interesting.”

Ebook Library Reader, “Lottie & the Alien Viking. Lottie is a feisty female and her flight from a
giant Lindworm is epic. Geiv and his team kill the monster and Geiv leaves the guys to find the
woman who tantalize him.”
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